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arge rain drops fall faster than small ones, that much is obvious
for any physicist. But let’s be a bit more precise. The terminal
velocity follows from the balance between the weight of the drop
and its air resistance.What exactly is the resistance of a drop falling
through the atmosphere? We have to distinguish two regimes here.
If the droplets are very small, like cloud droplets (or fog particles,
if you wish), the Reynolds number is so small that Stokes’ formula
applies: the air resistance is proportional to viscosity, radius and
velocity: F = 6πηRv. For a typical cloud droplet having a radius of
0.01 mm, we find a terminal velocity of about 1 cm/s. That is very
small indeed. But it goes up rapidly with size: since its weight is
proportional to R3 and the resistance only to R, the terminal
velocity increases with the square of the size for such droplets. That
applies to droplets up to about 0.1 mm in diameter, according to
the handbooks (good old Ludwig Prandtl’s book Führung durch die
Strömungslehre, for example).
For ordinary raindrops, above about 1 mm diameter, turbulent flow dominates. Here the weight is balanced by drag
FD = CDπR2.1/2rv 2, where πR2 is the frontal area,
CD is the drag coefficient, which is about 0.5
for a sphere at the relevant Reynolds
numbers, and r the density of air. For
a rain drop of 1 mm in diameter,
we find a terminal velocity of
16 km/h.Note that in this regime
the velocity is proportional
to the square root of the
diameter. Consequently, a
3 mm raindrop reaches
28 km/h. And so on, we
would guess. Given the
26 • volume 37 • number 5

above, we may expect that for the biggest drops - 5 mm, say - the
terminal velocity is well above 35 km/h.
Wrong! Something interesting happens, as already noticed by
the German physicist, Philipp Lenard, a century ago. Using a vertical wind tunnel to balance the speed of the drop, he noticed that
drops larger than about 3 mm diameter become deformed to the
shape of a small pancake, and have a flat bottom. Consequently,
their frontal area is larger than for spherical droplets having the
same mass. As a result of the increased drag, the terminal velocity
hardly increases any further: for raindrops of 4 and 5 mm it reaches an asymptotic value of about 29 km/h, which is practically the
same speed as that already reached by the 3 mm drops.
And beyond 5 mm? As soon as the diameter reaches about
5.5 mm, the forces become so large that surface
tension cannot hold the drop together, so it
breaks up into pieces. For raindrops, there is no life beyond
5 mm! ■
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